TEMPORARY CONSTRUCTION TRAFFIC CONTROL PLAN

STAGE 1 CONSTRUCTION

STAGE 2 CONSTRUCTION

IDAHO 75, BIG WOOD RIVER BRIDGE TO ELKHORN ROAD, BLAINE COUNTY
PROJECT NO. A011(622), KEY NO. 11622

Notes:
1. Traffic Reduced To One Lane Each Direction During Both Stages Of Temporary Traffic Control To Allow Bridge And Road Construction.
2. Limited Night Work Of Up To 25 Nights May Be Required To Minimize Traffic Impacts.

LEGEND:
- TRAFFIC DRUMS
- CONCRETE GUARDRAIL
- CONSTRUCTION WORK AREA
- CRASH CUSHION
- PROPOSED EDGE OF PAVEMENT /
  NEW CURB
- PROPOSED BRIDGE
- PROPOSED RETAINING WALL
- PROPOSED GUARDRAIL
- / = EXISTING RIGHT-OF-WAY
- / / = EXISTING PROPERTY LINE
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